ABSTRACT The time domain (TD) response of a reverberation chamber (RC) can be obtained from the inverse Fourier transform of the measured S-parameters in the frequency domain (FD). In the measurement, the FD sampling rate should be high enough; otherwise, the measured S-parameters will be uncorrelated, and the inverted TD response will be meaningless. We investigate the TD error caused by the sampling rate in the FD based on the measured S-parameters; from a statistical perspective, the empirical cumulative distribution functions of the TD errors for different FD sampling rates are also given.
I. INTRODUCTION
A reverberation chamber (RC) has been widely used in the area of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) since 1968 [1] - [4] , while in recent years, it has been generalized to various areas such as antenna efficiency measurement [5] , [6] , material characterization [7] - [10] , channel emulation [11] - [13] , diversity measurement [14] , [15] and over-the-air (OTA) measurement [14] - [17] for the next generation 5G system.
The time domain (TD) response of an RC is very useful for the Q factor measurement and chamber calibration [1] - [6] , [18] - [23] , the antenna efficiency measurement [5] , [6] and the time-gating technique [24] . To obtain the TD response in an RC, a widely used method is to measure the frequency domain (FD) response and apply the inverse Fourier transform (IFT) to the measured S-parameters. Thus the measurement configurations in the FD affect the inverted TD response. Although the TD response can be obtained directly by using a high performance oscilloscope, the dynamic range of an oscilloscope is much smaller than a vector network analyzer (VNA) (which can be larger than 100 dB). However, in the FD measurement, to obtain the accurate transient response of an RC, we have to know how the parameters in the FD measurement affect the results in the TD. Unluckily, the analytical modeling of the channel The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Flavia Grassi.
response of a practical RC is difficult or very complex [25] , also the full-wave numerical simulation requires huge computational resources and may require a super computer [26] . A key parameter in the FD measurement is the FD sampling rate (frequency interval), normally a large amount of sample points are used in a certain bandwidth [5] , this may require a very long measurement time and may exceed the maximum sample points of an instrument. Thus, a trade-off is needed between the measurement accuracy and the measurement time.
To investigate this problem, since the simulation method may require long computation time for all stirrer positions [26] , we adopt measurement directly. Section II introduces the measurement setup and Section III presents the measurement results and the error analysis. Conclusions are summarized in Section IV.
II. MEASURMENT SETUP
A typical measurement setup in an RC with a VNA is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The computer controls the rotation of the vertical stirrer (V stirrer) and the trigger of the VNA. For each rotation angle of the V stirrer, the computer records the measured S-parameters. The RC works in the mode-tuned mode, i.e. the stirrer is steady when the frequency sweeping is performed. Two wideband Vivaldi antenna are used and connected to the port 1 and port 2 of the VNA respectively. The TD response can be obtained from the IFT of the measured Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. [5] , [6] . In this paper, we measure the S 21 and investigate the error of IFT [S 21 ] for different FD sampling rates/intervals.
S-parameters
In the S-parameter measurement, we use 2000 frequency sample points in the frequency range of 5.7 GHz ∼ 5.9 GHz. Because the coherence bandwidth varies slowly with frequency, in the measured 200 MHz bandwidth, we can consider the coherence bandwidth as a constant. The frequency interval F= 100 kHz, which is much smaller than the FD coherence bandwidth. By increasing the sampling interval F, we can estimate the TD error caused by F. To obtain general results, we have to normalize the frequency interval to the coherence bandwidth, as the coherence bandwidth is an intrinsic parameter of an RC (frequency dependent) which is related to the Q factor of the cavity.
III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND ERROR ANALYSIS
A typical set of S-parameters for one stirrer position is presented in Fig. 2(a) , the TD response s(t) can be obtained from the IFT of the measured S-parameters which is illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . Because the reference planes for the S-parameter measurement is outside the RC, a short time is required for the electromagnetic waves to propagate from the reference ports to the antennas. Actually, the positions of the reference planes do not affect the analysis in this paper.
From the measured S-parameters, the power delay profile (PDP) can be obtained from [4] - [6] 
where · means the average over all stirrer positions. In this paper, 1800 stirrer positions were used with a step size of 0.2 • . By repeating the measurement procedure for all stirrer positions and applying (1), the PDP (for the measured frequency range) can be obtained as shown in Fig. 3 . It is wellknown that the PDP decays exponentially if the RC works in the overmoded region. If the early time response is ignored, the PDP can be fitted by [18] - [23] , [27] 
The fitted curve is also given in Fig. 3 , with τ RC ≈ 271.9 ns, and P 0 ≈ 7.7 × 10 −7 . We can estimate the coherence bandwidth f using [28] 
As expected, the sampling interval 100 kHz ( F) is much smaller than 585 kHz ( f ). Thus we can investigate the error caused by F by resampling the measured S-parameters (using different values of F).
To quantify the relative error, we can normalize the absolute error to the square root of the PDP (to keep the same unit). Thus we can define the relative error as
where s i (t) means the IFT of the measured S 21 for the ith stirrer position when the FD sampling interval is F, (4), the relative error for one stirrer position, the mean value of all stirrer positions and the mean value with three times the standard deviation are illustrated in Fig. 4(a) . The empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of the relative error for all the TD samples (including all the stirrer positions) is given in Fig. 4(b) . As can be seen, for about 96% TD samples, the relative error is smaller than 10% when F ≈ 0.34 f (= 200 kHz in this measurement).
An extreme case is that when F is larger than f , the TD aliasing effect will appear [28] . Fig. 5(a) shows the IFT of S 21 at one stirrer position when F ≈ 6.8 f (= 4000 kHz in this measurement), the TD overlap (aliasing) can be clearly observed as the TD response is periodically repeated. The aliasing effect can also be observed in Fig. 5(b) when (4) is applied to calculate the mean value of the relative error. In this case, the mean value of the relative error is about 70% when the time is smaller than 280 ns. It is also interesting to note that the TD error increases with time slowly in Fig. 4(a) , this could be due to the error accumulation when the time increases. However, this accumulation is not significant in Fig. 5(b) when F increases, as F dominates the error source.
To quantify the relative error in the unaliased region (TD responses with no overlap), we repeat the whole process with different F values and the ECDFs of the TD relative errors in the unaliased region are plotted in Fig. 6(a) . As can be seen from Fig. 6(a) , if a relative error of 10% is required for 80% TD samples, F = 1.2 f . This criterion is stricter than that in the RC decay constant (τ RC ) extraction (which can be F ≈ 2.73 f ) [28] , and the Nyquist criterion does not have to be satisfied. This is interesting, because the TD response decays exponentially and a short duration of TD aliasing does not affect the early time response of the RC.
Because the sampling interval has been normalized to the coherence bandwidth, the error ECDF in Fig. 6(a) should be independent to the working frequency. We have also repeated the measurements for the center frequency of 2.4 GHz in the same RC. The results are illustrated in Fig. 6(b) and similar ECDFs are obtained as expected.
To test the generality of the error ECDF in Fig. 6 , we repeat the measurement in a different RC loaded with a car (in Fig. 7) . The dimensions of the RC are 12.6 m× 10.8 m × 6 m; the oscillating wall [29] illustrated in Fig. 8 . As expected, they agree well with the results in Fig. 6 .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
To investigate the TD error caused by the FD sampling rate/interval in an RC, we have inverted the TD response by using different FD sampling interval ( F). Since no closedform solution can be easily derived, we analyze this problem experimentally. The measurements have been performed at different frequencies and in different RCs. The error has been normalized to the square root of the PDP to quantify the relative value. It has been observed that if F = 1.2 f , i.e., the FD sampling interval is about 1.2 times the FD coherence bandwidth, a relative error of 10% for 80% TD samples can be obtained.
It is also important to note that if the details for the TD response are of interest, the FD sampling interval ( F) is smaller than that in the τ RC extraction which can be significantly larger than the coherence bandwidth [28] .
